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Migration to Jekyll 
Complete!

A massive Thank You to Anna, 
Dmitri, Alex and Grigorii for all 
of their hard work here!
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Mirrored by KEK 
https://geant4.org

Important that content is kept 
up to date and accurate -  
responsibility on ALL of us, so 
please browse/review 
regularly!

Also think about what to add, 
how to organise. Nothing is set 
in stone and ideas welcome!

Parallel 4a to cover internal 
content requirements and 
other resources like Indico

https://geant4.org
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1307331/sessions/502123/#20230927
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Like Geant4 itself, website is developed in GitLab:
https://gitlab.cern.ch/geant4/geant4-website

https://gitlab.cern.ch/geant4/geant4-website
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Use GitLab Issues to report problems, suggest or 
discuss new features, content etc.
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Main README.md file walks you through
- Installing Jekyll, building/viewing local 

copy of site
- Using Merge Requests to submit changes 

(identical to Geant4 itself!).
- Geant4 specifics such as data on 

members, working groups
Feedback welcome, could also hold tutorial if 
sufficient interest (post an Issue!)



 Website Analytics
CERN WebEOS deployment uses 
Matomo to analyse visits to 
main and mirror sites. 7



Downloads
Long term ask for download 
metrics - not fully complete, but 
good lower limits now. 8



Why Lower Limit?
Don’t have metrics from 
GitLab/GitHub on source 
downloads directly from them 9

Data library/release notes downloads



Discourse Forum
Please review and answer posts at 
your best effort - posts remaining 
unanswered leaves a bad 
impression. 10

New pinned posts with advice on what info to 
provide, how to post/ask questions effectively.
Can add others if you feel they are needed
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Forum is pretty active, though replies per topic 
relatively low.
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Final 
Observations

• Website analytics are available if you need 
them, just ask Software Management if you 
wish to browse with the use case
• Can also provide summary statistics of 

specific metrics if you need
• Forum remains active, so please make it a 

priority to respond to user questions!
• One minor observation from the forum is that 

users are still installing the 10.7 series, even if 
starting from scratch.
• Not completely clear why this is the case 



Questions, Discussion
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